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Positively charged particles in dusty plasmas
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The trapping of dust particles has been observed in a dc abnormal glow discharge dominated by electron
attachment. A dust cloud of several tens of positively charged particles was found to form in the anode sheath
region. An analysis of the experimental conditions revealed that these particles were positively charged due to
emission process, in contrast to most other experiments on the levitation of dust particles in gas-discharge
plasmas where negatively charged particles are found. An estimate of the particle charge, taking into account
the processes of photoelectron and secondary electron emission from the particle surface, is in agreement with
the experimental measured values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dusty plasmas are low-temperature plasmas, consistin
neutral gas, ions, electrons, and micron-sized particles
solid matter~dust particles!. These particles, which are im
mersed in the plasma, may acquire appreciable charge
collecting electrons and ions, and by emitting electrons@1,2#.
When emission processes are unimportant, the equilibr
charge on the dust particles is negative as a result of
higher temperature and mobility of the electrons. The em
sion of electrons from the surface of a particle may, howev
provide conditions for positive charging. Such differences
the sign of the charge on the dust particle can greatly mo
the properties of plasma. In particular, in plasma with po
tive dust particles, the electron density would be larger th
that of the ions, and instabilities and waves could be p
duced@3,4#. Also, the electron emission from the particl
has been shown@5,6# to affect the electron Debye length, an
thus, the condition for plasma crystal formation.

Because the positively charged dust occurs in the p
ence of strong ultraviolet~UV! radiation or fast electrons
plasmas with positive charged particles occur widely
space and also in the earth’s mesosphere@7–9#. In order to
understand how dusty plasmas are formed and how they
fect various regions in space and in the earth’s atmosphe
is necessary to undertake laboratory investigations of p
tively charged dust systems. In laboratory conditions,
electrostatic force acting on the charged particles can c
pensate the gravity force resulting in levitation of the p
ticles. At present, there is a large body of observations
levitated dust particles in capacitive rf discharges@10–15#,
inductive rf discharges@16,17#, and dc glow discharge
@18,19#. In these experiments, dust particles are observe
the form of distinct clouds at the edge of the plasma she
or near the electrode~for rf discharges! or, in the case of dc
glow discharges, in the striation region and in artificia
created electric double layers. All such experiments prod
negatively charged particles.

Ordered, liquidlike structures of positive particles charg
by thermionic emission have been observed in a lamina
of thermal plasma@20#, and under microgravity condition
where the charging was mainly due to photoemission@21#. A
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common feature of these studies is the formation of wea
correlated structures of particles as they move in a dyna
stream. Steady-state conditions, as occur in gas disch
plasmas, are required to form ordered structures of positiv
charged particles. The absence of effective electrical tr
capable of achieving levitation of positively charged pa
ticles has so far prevented any experimental observatio
stable structures by these particles. Rosenberg discu
theoretically@6# a scheme for forming an ordered structu
~Coulomb lattice! of positively charged particles. To the be
of our knowledge, however, there have been no experime
observations of Coulomb structures consisting of positiv
charged dust particles in a laboratory plasmas.

In the present paper, the formation of an ordered struc
of positively charged dust particles in the anode region of
abnormal dc glow discharge in air was observed. We e
mate the charge on the particles, taking into account the
cesses of photoemission and secondary electron emis
The value of charge obtained agrees quite well with the
sults of probe measurements. Section II describes the ex
mental setup and observations. In Sec. III, we consider e
mation of particle charge from probe measurements. In S
IV, we discuss the positive charging of dust particles due
secondary electron and photoelectron emission under co
tions close to those of the experiment.

II. EXPERIMENT

In this experiment, the glow discharge is formed in a c
lindrical stainless steel chamber with a specially shaped c
electrode~see Fig. 1!. The chamber, with an inner diamete
of 300 mm and height of 400 mm, has circular windows f
illumination and observation. The cathode consists of t
copper braces coupled by a molybdenum wire, and the an
is a metal foil disk; the electrode separation is 46 mm. T
discharge current was varied from 0.5 to 15 mA, while t
pressure of air was varied in the range 0.2–2 Torr. Meas
ments of plasma density, electron temperature, and stre
of the electric field were obtained using single and quadru
tungsten cylindrical probes.

Thin-walled hollow spheres of borosilicate glass 10mm in
diameter were introduced into the plasma. The wall thickn
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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was approximately 2–3mm and the bulk particle density wa
close to 0.8 g/cm3. A few grams of micron-sized particle
were placed in a dust dropper located on the upper side o
tank. All the necessary observations were made by illumin
ing either horizontal or vertical planes with a sheet of A1

~argon ion! laser light of thickness 250mm and breadth 20
mm. The height of the laser was adjustable. Scattered l
was viewed through a window in the chamber. Individu
particles could easily be seen with a charge-coupled de
video camera fitted with a macro lens. Video images w
recorded on tape recorder; frames were digitized w
7203540 resolution using an eight-bit monochrome fram
grabber.

In our experiments, we observed the formation of a clo
consisting of several tens of particles several millimet
above the central part of the anode~see Fig. 2!. After shaking
the dust dropper, the dust particles fell past the equilibri
position, were reflected from the anode, and then bec
suspended at a certain point in space. In our experiment
could not obtain a perfect crystal structure since, for a
discharge parameters, the kinetic energy of the particles
more than 1 eV. Furthermore, the separation of the parti
was not equidistant either within a layer nor between laye
The reason for not obtaining a perfect crystal structure m
be that random charge fluctuations caused by the photoe
sion charging mechanism were relatively large@22#, leading
to heating of the dust particles@23,24#. As well, the particle
temperature could be raised by the dispersive instabi
which occurs in an inhomogeneous dusty plasma@25#, pro-
ducing spatial fluctuations of the grains similar to Browni
motion. The considerable spatial inhomogeneity may a
explain the variation in particle separation.

When the discharge parameters were varied, the shap
the cloud and its position above the anode changed. For
ample, when the discharge current was reduced, the par
cloud rose and became elongated in the vertical direct
Figure 3~a! gives the effective cloud sizeL5Ah21 l 2, where
h is the vertical dimension of the cloud andl is its horizontal
dimension, as a function of discharge current. Figure 3~b!
shows how the distanceH between the lower edge of th
cloud and the anode varies as a function of the discha
current. The changing size and position of the cloud i

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus.
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result of changing plasma conditions. Figure 4 shows
variation of the relative intensity of emission and electr
number density as function of the discharge current. Us
this data, we estimate below the variation of particle char
When the current approaches a critical value, which depe
on pressure~for example, at 0.4 TorrI cr52.4 mA!, the value
of H increases sharply, i.e., atI 5I cr the cloud ‘‘jumps
away.’’ At a discharge current of 10 mA, we usually o
served the formation of several clouds suspended low ab
the electrode@see Fig. 2~c!# and these merged into one as t
discharge current decreased. It should be noted that
analysis of grain equilibrium positions in the anode regi
requires the development of a complete model including
calculation of the sheath parameters as function of the
charge current, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
stead, we concentrate on determining the value of the d
particle charge in the presence of emission processes.

FIG. 2. Video images of the particle cloud atP50.3 Torr: for
~a! I 56.2 mA, ~b! 3.8 mA, and~c! 10.8 mA. The scale in the
figures corresponds to 5 mm.
7-2
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III. ESTIMATION OF DUST PARTICLE CHARGE

One of the basic problems of any dusty plasma exp
ment is determining the value and sign of the particle cha
The accuracy of particles charge measurement is, howe
still an open question. There are many techniques used
charge measurement: the charge can be determined
resonant frequency measurements@26,27#, dust-acoustic
wave experiments@28,29#, the analysis of horizontal colli-
sions of dust particles pairs@30#, the analysis of the trajecto
ries of oscillating dust particles@31#, dust sound speed mea
surements@32#, and Mach cone experiments@33#. Most of
these are, however, complicated, requiring special meas
ment procedures, and do not give precise results. On
other hand, for negatively charged particles, one can ea
estimate the charge from probe measurements of plasma
sity and electron temperature@11,19,33,34#. For positively
charged particles, such a simple estimation of charge is
possible because it is necessary to take into account the e
sion processes. In this paper, we obtain the charge v
using another simple approach: the balance of forces ac
on the particle in the vertical direction. After this paper w
written, the authors learned of another paper@44# where the
same approach was proposed for estimating the charg
particles levitated in an rf discharge sheath.

For a dust particle levitated in the sheath region, the
lowing main forces act along the verticalz axis: the gravity
force Fg , the electrostatic forceFel , the thermophoretic
force F th , and the ion drag force,Fi @35#. The total force
acting on a particle at its equilibrium position is zero

FIG. 3. Variation with discharge current of~a! the cloud dimen-
sion, L; and ~b! the distance between the particle cloud and
anode,H.
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Fel2Fg1F th1Fi50. ~1!

The negative sign before the gravity force indicates that
force acts downwards while all the other forces are act
upwards. The direction of the ion force is determined by
ion flux, the direction of the thermophoretic force by tem
perature gradient, and the direction of the electrostatic fo
by the sign of the anode fall.

Under our experimental conditions, it is impossible for
negative anode fall to exist for various reasons considere
@36#. Moreover, in our experimentsSa,ScAme /mi , where
Sa and Sc are the anode and cathode areas, andme and mi
are the electron and ion masses, respectively. In Ref.@37#, it
has been shown that in such cases there should be a po
anode fall. This conclusion is confirmed by the observat
of a narrow anode glow near the electrode. This suggests
the electrons are accelerated in the anode layer, acqu
energies;15–30 eV, sufficient to excite air molecules.
addition, previous measurements and numerical estimate
dicate that it is almost impossible for a negative anode fal
occur in an electronegative gas where the discharge is
trolled by electron attachment@38#.

As the ion flux and temperature gradient are direc
away from the anode, the electrostatic, thermophoretic,
ion drag forces must compensate the gravity force to ob
levitation. Thus,

e

FIG. 4. Variation of~a! the relative intensity of discharge emis
sion J and ~b! the electron number densityne as a function of
discharge currentI.
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mpg5eZdE1
32

15
Apm

8T
a2k

]T

]z
1pa2minivs

2@x11x2#,

~2!

where a, mp , and Zd are the particle radius, mass, an
charge, respectively;T andm are the temperature and ma
of the gas molecules,k is the thermal conductivity,]T/]z is
the temperature gradient,mi is the ion mass,ni is the con-
centration of positive ions,vs is the velocity of ions in the
sheath,x1 andx2 are given by

x1512
2Zae2

mivs
2a

x252S Zde2

mivs
2aD 2

lnS ~lD /a!21S Zde2

mivs
2aD 2

S 12
Zde2

mivs
2aD 2 D ,

andld is the screening length.
It is difficult to accurately determine the value ofZd using

Eq. ~2! as it involves many parameters that cannot be m
sured exactly. However, we can simplify the problem if
first we use the experimentally obtained parameters to e
mate the values of all forces. For the particles used, wh
have a radiusa55 mm, the value of the gravity forceFg is
mpg>5310212N. An estimate of the thermophoretic forc
givesF th,10214N, since the temperature gradient]T/]z in
the sheath does not exceed 5 Kcm21. The upper limit of the
ion drag force can be estimated, from simple formulas:Fi

,pa2nimiv i
2(12eZd /amv i

2)2, whereni'108 cm23, andv i

is the velocity of ions with energy;3 eV. This givesF
,10218N for the ion drag force; this estimate neglects, ho
ever, the fact that in an attachment-controlled discharg
reverse propagating flux of negative ions having a conc
tration close toni will act in the opposite direction@38#,
further reducing the net ion drag force. Based on this reas
ing, we can conclude that under the conditions of the pres
experiment, gravity may be compensated almost entirely
the electrostatic forceFel . Accordingly, Eq.~2! can be sim-
plified to mpg5eZdE and the particle charge can easily
obtained from the following equation:

Zd5
mpg

eE
. ~3!

We obtain the value of the electric field using two differe
probe techniques. First, one can measure the electrode
Vb and the plasma potential at the sheath boundaryVp , and
then use the well-known approximationV(z)5bz21Vp for
the potential variation in the sheath region@42#, wherez is
the vertical coordinate. Thus, the electric field is given by

E~z!5E022z~Vp2Vb!/h2, ~4!

whereE0 is the value of electric field at electrode surfac
andh is the thickness of the sheath. The second way is
direct measurement of the field using a quadruple probe@39#.
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Figure 5 shows that the results using both methods ar
good agreement. Taking into account the value of the elec
field Emean510– 70 V/cm and the value of the gravitation
force mpg>5310212N, we can conclude that the positiv
chargeZd on a levitating particle of radiusa55 mm should
be larger than 1500 elementary charges~i.e., Zd.1.53103!.
In the next section, we estimate the value of particle cha
using a theoretical approach.

IV. ANALYSIS OF DUST PARTICLE CHARGING

The charge on a dust particle is the result of the net af
of all possible currents to the particle surface. Thus, the e
librium chargeZd is found from the condition for zero cur
rent

I ~Zd!5I em1I pl50, ~5!

whereI em is the current due to emission processes, andI pl is
current due to election and ion fluxes. In normal glow d
charges, where the emission processes are insignificant
main charging mechanism is absorption of plasma electr
and ions by the particle. As a result the dust particles beco
negatively charged@2,40#. In electronegative gas discharge
controlled by electron attachment, the number density of
positive and negative ions have similar values, and the e
tron density may be one or two orders of magnitude low
than the ion densities@42#. Because of the large differenc
between the ion and electron mass, and taking into acco
the higher temperature of the latter, the dust particles can
acquire net positive charge without electron emission fr
their surface. Electron emission constitutes a positive cur
to the particle, and it can lead to the particle becoming po
tively charged. In our paper, we assume that the dust
ticles acquire a positive charge due to photoelectric and
ondary electron emission. These emission mechanisms
the most important for laboratory dusty plasma in gas d

FIG. 5. Variation of electric-fieldE with distance from the elec-
trodez. The solid line shows the results calculated from Eq.~4!, and
the points showE as measured by a quadruple probe.
7-4
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POSITIVELY CHARGED PARTICLES IN DUSTY PLASMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 056407
charges, and their joint actions are able to compensate fo
thermal electron flux onto a dust particle from the bu
plasma.

A gas discharge plasma is a source of UV radiation du
electron-impact excitation of neutrals. However, this rad
tion is usually too weak to alter the dust charge significan
in either normal dc discharges or rf discharges. The d
charge under study has parameters similar to those o
abnormal hollow cathode discharge, the main characteris
being a strong electric field in the cathode space and an e
tron density maximum at the center of the discharge@41#.
This leads to an increase of the power of the UV radiat
from the cathode region. Another characteristic of this ty
of discharge is the non-Maxwellian electron energy distrib
tion function due to the presence of a great number of hi
energy (Uo.50 eV) electrons. These characteristics sugg
the existence of effective mechanisms for particle charg
by photoelectric and secondary electron emissions. Be
we consider the effect of these mechanism on dust par
charge for conditions close to those of the experiment.

A. Plasma electron current

The electron~ion! current to the dust particle surface fro
the surrounding plasma is given by orbit motion limite
theory @22,40# when a!ld!lmfp , where lmfp is a mean
free path for electron-neutral or ion-neutral collisions. Ta
ing into account the mass of ions with respect to the elec
mass, and the fact that the ions are close to room temp
ture, we may neglect the currents of the positive and nega
ions compared to that of the electrons. Generally, the e
tron currentI e onto the dust particle surface is a complicat
function of the thermal velocityvT5(2kTe /me)

1/2, where
Te is the electron temperature, and the drift velocityv
5(2Uo /me)

1/2, whereUo is the kinetic energy of drift elec
trons @2#. For simplicity, we consider two types of electron
in the anode region of an abnormal dc discharge: ther
electrons with number densityne , characterized by tempera
ture Te , and high-energy electrons with number densityne

h ,
and kinetic-energyUo@kTe . For Maxwellian electrons, the
orbit-limited current to an attracting isolated spherical p
ticle with an equilibrium surface potentialfs.0 relative to
the surrounding plasma is

I T54pa2ene~2kTe /me!
1/2~11efs /kTe!. ~6!

In the case of the monoenergetic fast electrons, we have

I h5pa2enh~2Uo /me!
1/2~11efs /Uo!. ~7!

B. Secondary electron current

Assuming a Maxwellian distribution with temperatureTs
for the secondary-emission electrons, the second
emission currentI se from an isolated spherical particle (fs
.0) is given by

I se5dI h~11efs /kTs!exp~2efs /kTs!, ~8!
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whered is the secondary-emission coefficient. For bulk m
terials, the energy dependence ofd is @40#

d~Um ,dm ,U !57.4dm~Uo1efs!

3exp~22$~Uo1efs!/Um%1/2!/Um ,

~9!

whereUm anddm are material constants. Different types
glasses, for example, havedm52 – 4 for energiesUm
5200– 400 eV@40,42#. Typical values ofTs are from 1–5
eV.

If we assume a Fermi distribution for the seconda
emission electrons, the secondary-emission currentI se* from a
positively charged spherical particle is given by@1#

I se* 5dI h@efs /kTs ln$11exp~2efs /kTs!%

1F~2efs /kTs!#/F~EF /kTs!, ~10!

where EF is the Fermi energy, andF(x)5*0
exp(x)V ln(1

1V)dV is a well-known tabulated function. Typical value
of EF for different types of glasses are in the range 0.05–
eV @43#. Because of this theEF /kTs value for glasses is
small, andF(EF /kTs)→p2/12.

In the case of a dust cloud, which is transparent to
emitted electrons, the equilibrium particle surface poten
fs can be found from Eqs.~6!–~8! by equatingI T1I h and
I se @or I se* ~10!#. The sign of the charge on the dust will var
with the value of the ratio of number densitiesne

h/ne . The
ne

h/ne value, which leads tofs50, is shown in Fig. 6 for
different energiesUo of the fast electrons for glass withdm

53 (I se* 'I se). Large values ofne
h/ne will produce positive

charging of the dust; small values will lead to negati
charging. The dependency of the equilibrium particle pot
tial fs on the ratione

h/ne is shown in Fig. 7 for different
valuesUo .

C. Photoemission current

We consider a monochromatic UV source with a uni
rectional flux of photons of energyhn'8.2 eV, correspond-
ing to the UV resonance line of nitrogen. Assuming a Ma

FIG. 6. Dependency of the ratio of number densitiesne
h/ne(fs

50) on the energyUo of the fast electronsfs50 for glass with
dm53 and differentUm : 12Um5300 eV; 22Um5400 eV.
7-5
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wellian distribution with temperatureTph for the emitted
photoelectrons, the photoemission currentI ph from an iso-
lated spherical particle (fs.0) is given by

I ph5pa2eQabsYJ~11efs /kTph!exp~@j2efs#/kTph!.
~11!

Here,Qabsis the efficiency of absorption of the UV radiatio
~Qabs'1 for 2pa/l@1, wherel is the wavelength@6,22#!, J
is the photon flux,Y is the photoelectric efficiency, andj
5hn-W, wherehn is the photon energy, andW is the pho-
toelectric work function. Typical values ofW for different
materials are in the range 1–6 eV; for example, glasses h
W54.0– 5.2 eV. The values ofY depend on the photon en
ergy hn. For hn.7 – 8 eV, the photoelectric efficiency va
ies from 0.1 to 1 for metals, and from 0.01 to 0.1 for diele
trics ~for glassesY'0.1!. Typical values ofTph are in the
range 1–2 eV.

If a Fermi distribution is assumed for the emitted pho
electrons, the photoemission currentI ph* from a positively
charged spherical particle is given by@1#

I ph* 5pa2eQabsYJ@efs ln$11exp~x!%/

kTph1F~x!#/F~EF /kTph!, ~12!

wherex5(j2efs)/kTph.
For a unidirectional photon flux withhn.W, the photoemis-
sion currentI ph** is usually approximated as@6,40#

I ph** 5pa2eQabsY** J exp~2efs /kTph!, ~13!

whereY** is an effective value~the yield of the photoelec
trons! close to 1 for metals, and to 0.1 for dielectrics. Th
approach is attractive when the characteristics of the par
material~W!, or radiation flux (hn) are not well known.

Assuming a dust cloud that is transparent for the emit
photoelectrons, the equilibrium particle surface potentialfs
can be found from Eqs.~6!, ~11!–~13! by equatingI T , and
I ph(I ph* ,I ph** ). For the different approaches~11!–~13!, the

FIG. 7. Dependency of the equilibrium potentialfs on the ratio
ne

h/ne for different values of the energyUo :1 – 60 eV; 2–90 eV;
3–120 eV. ~solid lines, Maxwellian distribution; dashed line
Fermi distribution!.
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dependency of the number densityne of the electrons in the
currentI T on the photon fluxJ that leads tofs50 is shown
in Fig. 8 for glasses withY[Y** 50.1, W55 eV andhn
58.2 eV. The resulting dependency of the equilibrium p
ticle potentialfs on the photon fluxJ for ne5107 cm23 is
shown in Fig. 9 as bold lines.

Figure 9 also illustrates the effect on the variation of eq
librium potentialfs with photon flux when secondary elec
tron emission is included. In this case, the equilibrium p
tential fs of the positively charged dust particles wa
obtained from

FIG. 8. Dependency of the number densityne of the electron
currentI T on the photon fluxJ in the case offs50 for glass with
Y[Y** 50.1, W55 eV, andhn58.2 eV, for the following cases
1, Fermi distribution; 2, Maxwellian distribution; 3, approximatio
~13!.

FIG. 9. Dependency of the equilibrium particle potentialfs on
the photon fluxJ for the number densityne5107 cm23 and for the
following cases: 1, approximation~10!; 2, Fermi distribution; 3,
Maxwellian distribution, under different conditions of partic
charging: photoemission withne

h/ne50 ~bold lines!; photo and sec-
ondary electron emissions withne

h/ne50.1 ~fine solid lines!, and
ne

h/ne51 ~dashed lines!. The points represent the experimenta
measuredfs .
7-6
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I T1I h5I se~ I se* !1I ph~ I ph* ! ~14a!

for Maxwellian ~Fermi! approximations, and from

I T1I h5I se1I ph** ~14b!

for approach~13!. The significance of the contribution of th
secondary electron emission is determined by the num
density ratio (ne

h/ne). It can be seen that forne
h/ne<0.1 pho-

toemission provides the main contribution to particle cha
ing.

The particle surface potentialfs can also be estimate
from the experimentally measured particle charge from
relationshipfs'eZd /a. These results are also shown in F
9 for a55 mm, taking into the account thatJ is directly
proportional to the discharge current~see Fig. 4!, and that the
photon fluxJ was equal to 0.03 W/cm2 for a current of 2.6
mA. Comparing the calculated and experimental results,
conclude that the values obtained for particle surface po
tial are in good agreement with our analytical estimates. N
tice that the measured values suggest that under our ex
mental conditions, the role of secondary electron emissio
insignificant and that the charging of dust particles is p
dominantly by photoemission. In spite of this, the unc
tainty of the value ofne

h/ne did not allow us to determine
which from among the Fermi distribution, the Maxwellia
distribution, or approximation~12! is best able to describ
the photoemission charging of dust particles.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, levitation of positively charged du
particles in the anode region of a dc glow discharge has b
observed experimentally. A dust cloud consisting of seve
tens of particles formed above the central region of the
ode. By varying the discharge parameters, it was possibl
change the shape of the cloud and control its position ab
the anode.

An analysis of the experimental conditions shows that
charge of the levitating particles is positive, which signi
cantly distinguishes this experiment from most discharge
periments where the dust particles are negatively charg
Our results show that under our experimental conditions,
role of secondary electron emission is insignificant with t
charge on the dust particles predominantly due to photoem
sion. An estimate of the charge agrees with the results
measurements of the electric field, which is required for d
particle levitation in the earth’s gravitational field.
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